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Tensegrities are pin-jointed space trusses comprising cable-type
structural members (tendons), tensioned against bar-type struc-
tural members (Hanaor, 1994). These structures ﬁnd interesting
and powerful applications in civil, mechanical, aeronautical and
aerospace engineering, allowing to realize, for instance, domes,
robots, deployable structures, and adaptable mechanisms
(Moored and Bart-Smith, 2006; Rovira and Tur, 2009; Safaei
et al., 2013; von Krüger et al., 2008). As a matter of fact, tensegrity
concept perfectly matches the notion of smart structure, since
structural members deﬁning a tensegrity network may be designed
in order to simultaneously fulﬁll speciﬁc requirements of strength-
ening, sensing, actuation and control (Sultan and Skelton, 2004;
Sultan, 2009). For instance, the stiffness of a given tensegrity struc-
ture can be tuned by arranging the mutual geometrical conﬁgura-
tion of structural members and/or by varying their pre-stress state
(Guest, 2006; Guest, 2011; Juan and Tur, 2008; Zhang et al., 2010).
In particular, pre-stress setting can be conveniently realized in
agreement with a speciﬁc functional requirement by means of
smart actuators based on shape-memory alloys, piezoelectric
materials, or clustered elements (Carlson et al., 1999; Grant and
Hayward, 1997; Moored and Bart-Smith, 2009). Moreover, therationale underlying tensegrity systems may be useful for describ-
ing the complex and smart behavior of living biological cells
(Ingber, 2006; Sultan et al., 2004), whose in-vivo response depends
on the mechanics of microtubules (namely, bar-type macromole-
cules) and actin (namely, cable-type proteins).
The mechanics of tensegrities is highly affected by the unilate-
ral response of cables, that restrict the kinematic and static admis-
sible behavior of the structure by means of inequalities (Williams,
2007). To date, both kinematic and static analyses of tensegrities
are based on the fundamental results obtained by the mathemati-
cians Roth and Whiteley (1981) through arguments of geometric
topology. Basic tensegrity properties (such as rigidity, pre-stress-
ability and kinematic-static duality) are also recovered employing
energy-based formulations (Connelly, 1982), and recently by
means of a variational constrained approach (Maceri et al., 2011,
2013; Marino, 2013) based on convex analysis (Moreau, 2003).
Starting from the above-mentioned properties, research has been
mainly devoted to the development of algorithmic procedures for
form-ﬁnding methods (Masic et al., 2005; Micheletti and
Williams, 2007; Zhang and Ohsaki, 2006), to the assessment of sta-
bility properties (Micheletti, 2013; Zhang et al., 2012; Zhang et al.,
2013), and to the determination of structural response to loads
(Rhode-Barbarigos et al., 2010; Sultan et al., 2004). However, exist-
ing approaches are usually applied to tensegrity schemes with a
highly symmetric arrangement, and their operative application
for structures with general shape and connectivity is generally
though.
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bar-related bilateral restrictions is often not explicitly addressed.
In fact, the characterization of basic kinematic and static tensegrit-
ies’ properties is not straight related to algebraic compatibility and
equilibrium relationships, but is abstractly derived from geometric
topology concepts and the theory of graphs. As a consequence, gen-
eral operative algebraic criteria for rigidity and pre-stressability
assessment are missing. Moreover, to determine member forces
in structure for an assigned admissible pre-stress state, available
approaches usually treat tensegrities as equivalent bilateral struc-
tures (Pellegrino and Calladine, 1986; Guest, 2006; Juan and Tur,
2008). As a consequence, member forces are computed from the
vector base of the null space of the equilibrium matrix, verifying
the unilateral admissibility through a-posteriori analyses. Since
the latter may be unfeasible in general cases, a procedure that
ensures the a-priori fulﬁllment of unilateral restrictions would be
really useful in design applications, also for characterizing stability
properties and structural response.
In practical applications and in order to fulﬁll smartness
requirements, signiﬁcant differences in stiffness values of some
structural members may occur, leading to possible ill-conditioned
structural stiffness matrices (even ruling out rigid-body motions).
Accordingly, it can be convenient to model such structures by con-
sidering both ideal (that is, behaving as rigid for bars and rigid-in-
tension for cables) and non-ideal (that is, behaving as deformable
when carrying thrust) elements (Maceri et al., 2013; Marino, 2013).
In present paper, kinematics and statics of tensegrities are ana-
lyzed through a novel algebraic formulation, explicitly accounting
for cable-related unilateral constraints, and employing equilibrium
and compatibility requirements only. After tracing some general
settings (Section 2), the notion of rigidity, pre-stressability and
kinematic-static duality are recovered by formulating a matrix
inequality problem, instead of employing geometric topology argu-
ments (Roth and Whiteley, 1981). The present approach belongs to
the class of algebraic formulations that have been widely
employed in the ﬁeld of structural engineering to analyze kinemat-
ically and statically indeterminate bilateral truss-structures, possi-
bly representing pre-stressed tensegrities (Pellegrino and
Calladine, 1986; Guest, 2006). Moreover, new operative procedures
for the assessment of kinematic and static fundamental properties
are consistently traced, and pre-stressability is established by solv-
ing a quadratic minimization problem (Section 3). By means of
arguments of linear matrix inequalities theory, unilateral restric-
tions are a-priori enforced, allowing for the straightforward com-
putation of admissible member forces without any need of a-
posteriori veriﬁcations.
Furthermore, addressing structures with high differences in
members’ stiffness, tensegrity models comprising both ideal and
non-ideal constraints (namely, mixed-type models) are analyzed,
showing that in this case some non-rigid-body eigenmodes of the
stiffness matrix can be associated to zero or negative eigenvalues
also for stable structures. Accordingly, the assessment of stability
properties and structural response of pre-stressable mixed-type
tensegrity systems is not a straightforward problem and a strategy
to overcome this drawback is proposed (Section 4). Starting from
the theoretical results proposed by Maceri et al. (2013), the notion
of the augmented stiffness is generalized and applied to develop
well-conditioned operative procedures. Finally, an operative algo-
rithm for the analysis of the inverse response (namely, the identi-
ﬁcation of structural deformation induced by an assigned load) of
pre-stressable tensegrities is introduced (Section 5). This algo-
rithm, formulated via an incremental approach, allows to predict
the large-displacement response of the structure, accounting for
geometric non-linearities induced by members reorientation, pos-
sible activation of slack cables and/or possible deactivation of ten-
sioned cables during the loading process.Proposed approach and operative procedures are not limited by
special requirements in terms of structural symmetries or member
connectivity. Exemplary applications show that proposed algebraic
tools allow to include stiffness-control strategies based on pre-
stress tuning (Section 4), and/or on activation/deactivation of
structural members (Section 5). Accordingly, it appears that the
proposed formulation and the proposed operative procedures can
be successfully employed to analyze and design tensegrity-based
smart structures (Section 6) for sensing, actuating and control
applications, as well as to contribute for understanding complex
biological mechanoregulated mechanisms in cytoskeleton models.2. General settings
A tensegrity T r can be conveniently regarded as an ordered
ﬁnite collection of np points (namely, the pin-joint nodes) in a n-
dimensional Euclidean space (n ¼ 2;3), where the relative position
of certain pairs of nodes is restrained by unilateral constraints
(describing cables), and of other pairs by bilateral constraints
(describing bars). In addition, external scalar constraints on the
displacements of some nodes can be applied to prevent structure
rigid-body motions, that is any afﬁne transformation preserving
distances between any pair of nodes (Zhang and Ohsaki, 2007).
Let ne; nb, and nu be respectively the number of the scalar exter-
nal, bilateral bar-type, and unilateral non-slack cable-type con-
straints, and let the following sets be deﬁned:
I e ¼ ðj;mÞ s:t: 9 external scalar constraint m on node jf g ð1Þ
Ib ¼ ði; j; kÞ s:t: 9 bar k between nodes i and j; with i < jf g ð2Þ
Iu ¼ ði; j;hÞ s:t: 9 non-slack cable h between nodesf
i and j; with i < jg ð3Þ
Whenever necessary, index b (respectively, u) will denote in the fol-
lowing quantities associated to bilateral bar-type (respectively, uni-
lateral cable-type) constraints, and superscript t indicates
transposition operator.
As a notation rule and referring to a given reference state of T r ,
let
 uj be the inﬁnitesimal displacement vector of node j and
u ¼ ðut1; . . . ;utnp Þ
t be the structure displacement vector;
 em be the unit vector deﬁning the axis of themth external scalar
constraint on node j (that is, ðj;mÞ 2 I e and kemk ¼ 1);
 bk be the unit vector along the axis of the kth bar connecting
nodes i and j (directed from i to j with ði; j; kÞ 2 Ib);
 ch be the unit vector along the chord-direction of the hth cable
connecting nodes i and j (directed from i to j with ði; j;hÞ 2 Iu);
 ‘r be the degrees of freedom associated to rigid-body motions of
T r that can be determined regarding the tensegrity as a n-
dimensional single body, (Pellegrino and Calladine, 1986; Di
Benedetto, 2011).
Relationship v – 0 (resp., v ¼ 0), with v ¼ ðv1; . . . ;vqÞt belong-
ing to the q-dimensional real space Rq, means that vk – 0 (resp.,
vk ¼ 0) for any k 2 f1; . . . ; qg. Moreover, for any X 2 Rqq and for
any v 2 Rq, relationships v 6 a and X 6 a with a 2 R have to be
read component-wise. Finally, symbol k  k denotes the Euclidean
vector and matrix norm.
The structure T r is assumed to be loaded only by external forces
at nodes, f j being the external nodal force vector acting on node j,
and f ¼ ðft1; . . . ; ftnp Þ
t
being the structure force vector. Among possi-
ble models for T r , let T be introduced as the one wherein bars and
cables are assumed to be massless and frictionless
pin-jointed. Moreover, inertial and viscous effects, damage
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bars are not accounted for in model T .
Due to possible differences in material properties or geometric
features (cross-sectional area), some structural members are mod-
eled as non-deformable (namely, as ideal internal constraints),
while others are assumed as deformable (that is, as non-ideal
internal constraints). When both ideal and non-ideal constraints
occur, a mixed-type tensegrity model will be here referred to
(Maceri et al., 2013).
Thereby, let I^b# Ib and I^u# Iu (with cardinality n^b and n^u,
respectively) be the sets identifying the non-ideal internal con-
straints in T , and I

b ¼ Ib n I^b and I

u ¼ Iu n I^u the sets collecting
all constraints modeled as ideal (with cardinality n

b ¼ nb  n^b and
n

u ¼ nu  n^u, respectively). Furthermore, external restrictions are
assumed to be modeled as frictionless, ideal and bilateral
constraints.
The kinematic behavior of constraints in T is described in terms
of nodal displacements, and, for non-ideal members, by introduc-
ing the bar reference lengths Lbk (between nodes i and j such that
ði; j; kÞ 2 Ib) and the cable reference chord-lengths Luh (between
nodes i and j such that ði; j;hÞ 2 Iu). Moreover, with obvious sub-
scripts rule, the rest-length of bars and cables will be denoted by
bk and ch, respectively. Since all cables deﬁning Iu are assumed
to be non-slack, the inequality Luh P ch holds for any
h 2 f1; . . . ;nug. Kinematic features for ideal and non-ideal mem-
bers are summarized in the left side of Table 1.
Ideal bars constrain pairs of nodes to stay the same distance
apart and ideal non-slack cables constrain pairs of nodes not to
get further apart, up to a ﬁrst-order approximation in nodal dis-
placements. Ideal constraints restricts the compatible kinematics
of the structure.
On the other hand, a non-ideal constitutive response allows for
member extensibility along the constrained direction, with jbk and
juh being, respectively, stiffnesses of bars and cables, assumed to be
constant.
As regards statics, the behavior of internal constraints is
described by scalar reactions kbk and k
u
h , positive in traction, and
external constraints are acted upon by the reaction forces kemem
(see right side of Table 1).
In addition to the tensegrity model T , some auxiliary descrip-
tions associated with T r reveal to be useful for kinematic and static
analyses. Accordingly, let deﬁne:
 T id as the ideal model for T r , obtained by assuming that all con-
straints behave as ideal;
 ~T as the ideal bar-truss model, obtained from T id by removing
all unilateral constraints;
 T as the ideal bilateral truss model, obtained from T id by
replacing all unilateral constraints with bilateral ones;
 T

as the ideal-part model for T r , obtained from T by removing
all non-ideal constraints.Table 1
Kinematic and static constitutive characterization of external, internal bilateral, and
internal unilateral constraints.
Kinematics Statics
ðj;mÞ 2 Ie uj  em ¼ 0 kemQ0
ði; j; kÞ 2 Ib ðuj  uiÞ  bk ¼ 0
kbkQ0
ði; j; kÞ 2 I^b Lbk  bk ¼ kbk=jbk
ði; j; hÞ 2 Iu ðuj  uiÞ  cuh ¼ 0 if kuh > 0ðuj  uiÞ  ch 6 0 if kuh ¼ 0

kuh P 0
ði; j; hÞ 2 I^u Luh  ch ¼ kuh=juh if kuh > 0ðuj  uiÞ  ch 6 0 if kuh ¼ 0
Motions satisfying restrictions enforced by ideal constraints
only (that is, in I e; I

b, and I

u) are compatible for T

and identify
an admissible kinematics for T . It is worth noting that if T is free-
stand and comprises only non-ideal (deformable) members then
all motions are admissible.
In Fig. 1, an exemplary bi-dimensional (n ¼ 2) model T together
with its auxiliary descriptions are reported. With reference to the
in-plane orthonormal basis fi; jg depicted in Fig. 1, the afore-intro-
duced quantities describing the geometry and the connectivity of
T simply result in:
I e ¼ fð1;1Þ; ð1;2Þ; ð2;3Þg; I^b ¼ fð2;4;2Þg; I  b ¼ fð1;3;1Þg;
I^u ¼ fð1;2;1Þ; ð2;3;2Þ; ð1;4;4Þg; I

u ¼ fð3;4;3Þg;
e1 ¼ e3 ¼ ð0;1Þt ; e2 ¼ ð1;0Þt ; b1 ¼ ð1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
;1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Þt ;
b2 ¼ ð1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
;1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Þt;
c1 ¼ ð1;0Þt; c2 ¼ ð0;1Þt; c3 ¼ ð1;0Þt; c4 ¼ ð0;1Þt :
Mechanics of tensegrity structures is mainly related to the fol-
lowing basic properties:
 Rigidity. Absence of compatible non-rigid-body inﬁnitesimal
nodal displacements for T id (Roth and Whiteley, 1981).
 Pre-stressability. Existence of a self-equilibrated (i.e., f ¼ 0) pre-
stress state associated to a traction state in each non-slack cable
(Roth and Whiteley, 1981).
 Stability. Tensegrity model T is said to be stable if it results
(Zhang and Ohsaki, 2007)utKu > 0 for any non-rigid-body admissible u ð4Þ
being K the tangent stiffness matrix for T , (see Section 4). It is
worth pointing out that the positive-deﬁniteness of K is a sufﬁ-
cient but not necessary condition for stability. When the tenseg-
rity is stable irrespective of the choice of members stiffness and
pre-stress (under the assumption of non-negative rest-length of
tensioned members), it is said to be super-stable.
 Direct and inverse structural response. The direct response cor-
responds to ﬁnd f inducing a given u. The inverse response cor-
responds to ﬁnd u induced by a given f.
For the sake of clarity, it is worth highlighting that proposed
deﬁnition of rigidity is equivalent to that given by Micheletti and
Williams (2007), and corresponds to the inﬁnitesimal rigidity (or
ﬁrst-order rigidity) introduced by Roth andWhiteley (1981). More-
over, present stability notion is equivalent to rigidity deﬁnition
given by Roth and Whiteley (1981).
3. Rigidity and pre-stressability
Since rigidity notion has been introduced by addressing an ideal
behavior of all structural members, and pre-stressability concerns
the static problem with null external forces (corresponding to the
existence of a special kind of static indeterminacy), rigidity and
pre-stressability properties do not depend on member deformabi-
lity. Therefore, they are investigated addressing the ideal model
T id.
3.1. Ideal compatibility problem
Kinematic restrictions enforced on T id correspond to linear
equations and inequations in terms of nodal displacements:
~Cu ¼ Ce
Cb
 
u ¼ D
tLe
BtLb
" #
u ¼ 0; ð5aÞ
Cuu ¼ RtLuu 6 0; ð5bÞ
Fig. 1. Tensegrity model T and auxiliary descriptions introduced in present work. As a general notation rule, bars (resp., cables) are represented by thick (resp., thin) lines and
are numbered with squared (resp., circled) boxes. Moreover, non-ideal models for structural members are colored in light gray while ideal models in dark gray.
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and the incidence matrices of external (Le), internal bilateral (Lb),
and internal unilateral (Lu) constraints are deﬁned, respectively, as
Lemj ¼
In if ðj;mÞ 2 I e
0n else

; Le ¼
Le11 . . . L
e
1np
..
. . .
. ..
.
Lene1 . . . L
e
nenp
2
6664
3
7775; ð6aÞLbkj ¼
In if ði; j; kÞ 2 Ib
In if ðj; i; kÞ 2 Ib
0n else
8><
>: ; Lb ¼
Lb11 . . . L
b
1np
..
. . .
. ..
.
Lbnb1 . . . L
b
nbnp
2
6664
3
7775; ð6bÞLuhj ¼
In if ði; j; hÞ 2 Iu
In if ðj; i; hÞ 2 Iu
0n else
8><
>: ; Lu ¼
Lu11 . . . L
u
1np
..
. . .
. ..
.
Lunu1 . . . L
u
nunp
2
6664
3
7775; ð6cÞ
where In and 0n denote the n n identity and null matrices,
respectively.
System (5a) collects all the compatibility relationships for ~T ,
whose compatible displacements are non-trivial if and only ifrankð~CÞ < n  np. In this case, solutions for (5a) form the subspace
kerð~CÞ whose dimension is
~‘ ¼ dim½kerð~CÞ ¼ n  np  rank ð~CÞ;
~‘ identifying the lability degree for ~T . Since the case ~‘ ¼ 0 directly
implies structural rigidity, such a trivial case will be not addressed
in this paper.
Denote with fu1; . . . ;u~‘g a base for kerð~CÞ, where the structure
displacement vector uq is the qth compatible mode for ~T , and is
deﬁned as the vector collecting the corresponding nodal displace-
ments uqj (with j 2 f1; . . . ;npg). Accordingly, a solution ~u for Eq.
(5a) can be represented as:
~u ¼ ~uðaÞ ¼ a1u1 þ    þ a~‘u~‘ ¼ ~Ua; ð7Þ
where a ¼ ða1; . . . ;a~‘Þt 2 R~‘ is the modal-components vector and
~U ¼ ½u1 . . .u~‘ is the modal (in general, non-orthonormal) matrix.
Therefore, a compatible kinematics for T id is sought for by
enforcing that ~u satisﬁes relationship (5b), or equivalently
Ga 6 0; ð8Þ
where G ¼ RtLu ~U is deﬁned as the unilateral compatibility matrix.
The latter enables to evaluate if kinematics fulﬁlling only bilateral
constraints is also compatible with all unilateral restrictions. In par-
ticular, from the algebraic deﬁnition of G, the element ½Ghq of G
results in
F. Maceri et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 3333–3349 3337½Ghq ¼
ch  ðuqj  uqi Þ if ði; j;hÞ 2 Iu
0 else
(
: ð9Þ
For instance, addressing the exemplary model in Fig. 1, it results
RtLu ¼
ct1 ct1 0 0
0 ct2 ct2 0
0 0 ct3 ct3
ct4 0 0 ct4
2
6664
3
7775
and the non-trivial modal nodal displacements uqj , depicted also in
the ﬁgure, are
u13 ¼
1
1
 
; u22 ¼ u24 ¼
1
0
 
; u34 ¼ 
1
1
 
resulting in the following possible choices for ~U and G,
~U ¼
0 0 0
0 u22 0
u13 0 0
0 u24 u
3
4
2
6664
3
7775; G ¼
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 1
2
6664
3
7775:1 t t t t 2 nu3.1.1. Rigidity
Rigidity is equivalent to prescribe that there does not exist an
inﬁnitesimal non-rigid-body motion satisfying system (5a).
Let the following problems be introduced:
Find u s:t: Cu ¼
~C
Cu
" #
u ¼ 0 ð10Þ
Find a s:t: Ga 6 0 with Ga– 0: ð11Þ
Non-trivial solutions of problem (10) represent compatible motions
for the fully-bilateral structure T (and thereby, comprise possible
rigid-body motions), and ‘ ¼ dim½kerðCÞ is the lability degree for
T , resulting ‘P ‘r . Problem (10) can be also formulated (see
Eq. (7)) as ‘‘Find ~u such that Cu~u ¼ 0’’, or equivalently, since
Ga ¼ Cu~u, as ‘‘Find a such that Ga ¼ 0’’. Since Cu~u is the vector col-
lecting the length variations of cables associated to a compatible
kinematics for ~T , a solution of problem (10) identiﬁes compatible
motions for T id where all cables do not change their lengths with
respect to the reference ones (see Eq. (8)).
On the other hand, linear matrix inequation problem (11) iden-
tiﬁes compatible motions for T id where at least one cable shortens
with respect to its reference length. Such a length-variation
requirement corresponds to prescribe Ga– 0 (or equivalently,
kCu~uk– 0). It is worth pointing out that solutions for problem
(11) correspond to non-rigid-body motions only.
Accordingly, it is immediate to verify that there does not exist a
solution satisfying both problems (10) and (11). Moreover, solution
for system (5) belongs either to the solution space for problem (10)
or to the one of problem (11).
As a result, the rigidity notion reduces to prescribe that:
 compatible motions for T are at most rigid-body motions;
 there does not exist a compatible motion for ~T that shortens at
least one cable in T .
In other words, the following algebraic deﬁnition can be stated.
Deﬁnition 3.1. T is said to be rigid if the following conditions are
simultaneously satisﬁed:
‘ ¼ ‘r ; ð12aÞ
9= a s:t: Ga 6 0; with Ga– 0: ð12bÞStandard arguments of linear algebra allow to verify condition
(12a), while relationship (12b) represents a feasibility condition
for linear matrix inequations.3.2. Self-equilibrium problem
The equilibrium problem for T corresponds to a set of n  np lin-
ear equations in nk ¼ ne þ nb þ nu unknowns, and it consists in
seeking for the reaction vector k 2 Rnk that satisﬁes
Ek ¼ Ee Eb Eu½ k ¼ f; ð13Þ
where E ¼ Ct is the equilibrium matrix, Ee ¼ LteD; Eb ¼ LtbB;
Eu ¼ LtuR, and
k ¼
ke
kb
ku
0
B@
1
CA; ke ¼
ke1
..
.
kene
0
BB@
1
CCA; kb ¼
kb1
..
.
kbnb
0
BB@
1
CCA; ku ¼
ku1
..
.
kunu
0
BB@
1
CCA; ð14Þ
under the admissibility condition ku P 0.
In order to test tensegrity pre-stressability, consider the self-
equilibrium problem (that is, the case f ¼ 0) and the auxiliary
model ~T acted by the structure force vector ~f ¼ Euku only. For a
given ku P 0, if ~T is in equilibrium under the corresponding ~f, that
is if there exists a reaction vector ~k for ~T such that
~E~k ¼ Ee Eb½ 
ke
kb
 
¼ Euku ¼ ~f ð15Þ
with ~E ¼ ~Ct , then there exists a self-equilibrated state for T .
By applying the Principle of Virtual Work, equilibrium condition
(15) is equivalent to require that
~f  ~u ¼ 0 8 ~u 2 kerð~CÞ;
that is, since Eq. (7), that
~f  ~u ¼ ktuRtLu ~Ua ¼ ktuGa ¼ atGtku ¼ 0 8 a 2 R~‘:
Hence, due to the arbitrariness of a, equilibrium relationship (15) is
equivalent to prescribe that reactions of unilateral members satisfy
the following equilibrium requirement
Gtku ¼ 0; ð16Þ
where Gt denotes the unilateral equilibrium matrix. As a result, dual-
ity between equilibrium (see Eq. (16)) and compatibility (see Eq.
(8)) matrices by means of the transpose operator (which is a well-
known result in fully bilateral cases) is here proved to hold also
when unilateral restrictions apply.
3.2.1. Pre-stressability
Since Eq. (16), pre-stressability is equivalent to prescribe that
there exists ku 2 kerðGtÞ such that ku > 0. Let us introduce the
pre-stressability operator S ¼ GGt . Matrix S is symmetric and posi-
tive-semideﬁnite,1 and then a structure is pre-stressable if
9 ku s:t: inf
ku>0
ktuSku
 	 ¼ 0: ð17Þ
Problem (17) needs the solution of a minimization problem of an
objective quadratic (convex) function on the open convex set
ðRþÞnu , that is the strictly positive cone in Rnu , deﬁned from linear
constraints.
Let the quantity .^ be introduced such that
.^ 2 arg min
.P1
.tS.
 	
;Since v Sv ¼ v GG v ¼ kG vk P 0; 8v 2 R , then S is positive-semideﬁnite.
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immediate to verify that if there exists .^P 1 such that
.^tS.^ ¼ 0 ¼min.P1 .tS.f g then, for any g > 0, there exists
k^u ¼ g.^ > 0 such that k^tuSk^u ¼ 0 ¼ infku>0 ktuSku
 	
. Conversely, if
there exists k^u > 0 such that k^tuSk^u ¼ 0 ¼ infku>0 ktuSku
 	
, then by
putting g ¼minh2f1;...;nugfk^uhg > 0 and introducing . ¼ ku=g, we get
0 ¼ infg.>0 g.tSg.f g ¼ g2min.P1 .tS.f g.
Therefore, the pre-stressability notion can be formulated
through the following operative algebraic deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Tensegrity model T is said to be pre-stressable if
9 . s:t: min
.P1
.tS.
 	 ¼ 0: ð18Þ
Accordingly, if . is a solution for problem (18), then an admissible
pre-stress state is ku ¼ g., with g > 0.
Eq. (16), combined with the algebraic deﬁnition of the pre-
stressability operator S, implies that seeking for a solution of prob-
lem (17), or equivalently of problem (18), corresponds to verify
that S is singular and that there exists at least one vector of
kerðSÞ belonging to ðRþÞnu . Thereby, the assessment of the pre-
stressability property can be faced by the following operative
criterion.
Criterion 1. Tensegrity model T is pre-stressable if and only if:
kerðSÞ \ ðRþÞnu –£: ð19Þ
In this case, any pre-stress state is identiﬁed by ku 2 kerðSÞ \ ðRþÞnu .3.3. Kinematic-static duality
Applying arguments based on the theorems of alternative for
linear matrix inequations (see Appendix A), the duality between
kinematic and static problems in tensegrities can be proved.
Theorem 3.1. For a given tensegrity model T , the following state-
ments are equivalent:
1. 9= a j Ga 6 0; with Ga – 0 (that is, there do not exist compatible
motions for T id where at least one cable shortens with respect to
its reference length);
2. 9 ku > 0 s:t: Gtku ¼ 0 (that is, tensegrity is pre-stressable).Proof. Relationship Ga 6 0 deﬁnes a system of nu inequalities in ~‘
unknowns:
fhðaÞ ¼ a1½Gh1 þ    þ a~‘½Gh~‘ 6 0 h 2 f1; . . . ;nug;
that can be equivalently written as
FðaÞ ¼ diagðf1ðaÞ; . . . ; fnu ðaÞÞ ¼
X~‘
q¼1
aqFq 6 0;
where F 2 Rnunu and Fq ¼ diagð½G1q; . . . ; ½GnuqÞ. Therefore, by apply-
ing Theorem A.1, statement 1 is equivalent to prescribe that
9 Z 2 Rnunu with Z 2 Symþ s:t: TrðFqZÞ ¼ 0; 8q 2 f1; . . . ; ~‘g;
ð20Þ
where TrðÞ denotes the trace operator. Since zh ¼ ½Zhh > 0 for each
value of h 2 f1; . . . ;nug, and since
TrðFqZÞ ¼
Xnu
h¼1
½Ghqzh;
relationship (20) is, in turn, equivalent to prescribe that9 z > 0 s:t: Gtz ¼ 0
with z ¼ ðz1; . . . ; znu Þt , that is the statement 2. h
Employing equilibrium and compatibility requirements, Theo-
rem 3.1 recovers, via a novel algebraic formulation, a classical
result that was already proved by Roth and Whiteley (1981)
through arguments of geometric topology. Moreover, present alge-
braic formulation allows to identify an effective operative proce-
dure for characterizing tensegrity structures. In fact, despite
tough veriﬁcation of statement 1 in practice, statement 2 is more
feasible because it corresponds to a convex minimization problem
(see Eq. (18)), that can be approached by means of a number of
classical results and standard methods (Borwein and Lewis,
2000). As a result, by combining Deﬁnition 3.1, Theorem 3.1 and
Criterion 1, the assessment of the rigidity property can be faced
by the following operative criterion.
Criterion 2. Tensegrity model T is rigid if and only if the following
conditions are simultaneously veriﬁed:
‘ ¼ ‘r ; ð21aÞ
ker ðSÞ \ ðRnu Þþ –£: ð21bÞ
Hence, a rigid tensegrity is also pre-stressable. Finally, as a fur-
ther consequence of Theorem 3.1, the following remark can be
drawn.Remark 1. If T is pre-stressable then there do not exist compatible
motions for T id where at least one cable shortens (see relationship
(12b)). In this case, static and kinematic characterization of T
reduces to the one of T . Therefore, by applying the Principle of
Virtual Work on T , the equilibrium problem (13) for T admits
solution if and only if
f  u ¼ 0 8u 2 kerðCÞ: ð22Þ3.4. Static indeterminacy: calculus of reactions
Refer to a pre-stressable tensegrity model T , and assume that
there exists solution for the equilibrium problem (13), namely
assume that external forces f satisfy condition (22).
Due to Theorem 3.1 and Remark 1, the static indeterminacy of T
is equal to ı ¼ dimðkerðEÞÞ, that is the solution k of the equilibrium
problem for T depends on ı free parameters, non-negative when
describing cable reactions. Nevertheless, if the independent
parameters are chosen by referring to T only, severe issues in
tensegrity analysis may occur. In fact, for an allowable choice in
T ofı independent parameters, dependent reactions of some cables
might not satisfy static unilateral restrictions a-priori, resulting in
incompatible compressive states. In this case, in order to fulﬁll uni-
lateral prescriptions in the overall structure, a-posteriori proce-
dures should be employed, generally leading to value restrictions
for independent parameters (see the illustrative example in Sec-
tion 3.5). On the contrary, in order to ensure that all unilateral pre-
scriptions are a-priori satisﬁed, two different sources of static
indeterminacy can be conveniently distinguished. One is related
to bilateral constraints (read on ~T ), and one to unilateral con-
straints. In particular, the following two hyperstaticity degrees
can be introduced:
~ı ¼ dimðkerð~EÞÞ; ð23aÞ
iu ¼ dimðkerðSÞ \ ðRþÞnuÞ ð23bÞ
resulting ı ¼ ~ıþ iu
While the deﬁnition of ~ı is classical, iu (referred to as the unilat-
eral static indeterminacy) identiﬁes the number of cables whose
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in the equilibrium problem of T , making automatically satisﬁed all
the static unilateral conditions.
Introduce T 0 as the restriction of T obtained by removing from
T a set of iu cables (S0 being the corresponding pre-stressability
operator), and ~T 0 as the restriction of ~T obtained by removing from
~T a set of ~ı bars (~E0 being the corresponding equilibrium matrix).
Deﬁnition 3.3. The set C# Iu of iu cables that can be simulta-
neously removed from T leading to
dimðkerðS0Þ \ ðRþÞnu Þ ¼ 0
is said to be a set of eigencables for T .Deﬁnition 3.4. The set B# Ib of ~ı bars that can be simultaneously
removed from ~T leading to
dim ðkerð~E0ÞÞ ¼ 0
is said to be a set of eigenbars for T .
Note that matrix S0 can be straight built from S by removing the
iu rows and the iu columns that correspond to eigencables in C, and
matrix ~E0 results from ~E by eliminating the ~ı columns that corre-
spond to eigenbars in B. Moreover, it is worth remarking that, for
a given structure, the choices of eigencables and eigenbars are
independent and generally not unique.
Let the eigenreactions vector kR 2 Rnk be introduced, whose qth
component kRq results from:
kRq ¼
fkk
b
k if k 2 1; . . . ; nbf g; with k ¼ q ne;
rhkuh if h 2 1; . . . ;nuf g; with h ¼ q ne  nb;
0 else;
8><
>: ð24Þ
where
fk ¼
1 if 9ði; j; kÞ 2 B;
0 else;

rh ¼
1 if 9ði; j; hÞ 2 C;
0 else:

ð25Þ
For the sake of notation, let R be the eigenreactions set associ-
ated to kR, deﬁned as:
R ¼ fx1; . . . ; xiu ; y1; . . . ; y~ı; with xh P 0; 8h 2 f1; . . . ; iugg; ð26Þ
where xh and yk denote reaction values for eigencables and eigen-
bars, respectively, that correspond to non-trivial components of
kR. It is worth observing that, since Criterion 1 and Eqs. (23), assign-
ing a pre-stress state for T corresponds to assign an eigenreactions
set R with xh > 0 for any h 2 f1; . . . ; iug.
Once R (or equivalently kR) is assigned, the set of depen-
dent reactions in the equilibrium problem of T can be straightFig. 2. Assessment of kinematic-static duality (Theorem 3.1). Exemplary three-dimen
connecting nodes 1 and 5. Notation rules introduced in Fig. 1 apply.determined as follows. Consider the auxiliary ideal bilateral truss
model T o obtained from T by removing a set C of eigencables
and a set B of eigenbars. Let T o be acted upon by a structure force
vector fo constructed as
fo ¼ EkR þ f ð27Þ
Therefore, dependent reactions in the equilibrium problem of T
correspond to reactions ko in the equilibrium problem for T o under
fo, where vector ko 2 Rnk is deﬁned [analogously to k as in Eq. (14)]
as ko ¼ kte; ktob; ktou

 t
, with
kobk ¼ ðfk  1Þkbk; with k 2 f1; . . . ;nbg; ð28Þ
kouh ¼ ðrh  1Þkuh; with h 2 f1; . . . ;nug ð29Þ
and straight results by solving
Eko ¼ fo: ð30Þ
It is worth pointing out that existence and uniqueness of solu-
tion for problem (30) are respectively ensured by prescribing con-
dition (22) and by the pre-stressability property of T .
3.5. Examples
In order to highlight effectiveness of algebraic results and pro-
posed criteria, some exemplary structures are addressed. Struc-
tures are chosen to be simple for immediately revealing
soundness of proposed operative procedures.
Firstly, addressing the three-dimensional space (n ¼ 3) with
ðO; i; j;kÞ being the Cartesian frame, the kinematic-static duality
result of Theorem 3.1 is shown by introducing structures T 3D1 and
T 3D2 (see Fig. 2), both with np ¼ 5 and nodal positions deﬁned as
p1 ¼ Hk; p2 ¼ Hiþ 2Hk; p3 ¼ 0; p4 ¼ Hjþ 2Hk; p5
¼ Hi Hjþ Hk:
The structures are constrained with ne ¼ 12 external constraints
that prevent any displacement component of nodes from 2 to 5,
and comprise a bar (nb ¼ 1) with b1 ¼ k and Ib ¼ fð1;3;1Þg, and
three (for T 3D1 ) or two (for T 3D2 ) cables:
T 3D1 : nu ¼ 3; c1 ¼ i=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
þ k=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
; c2 ¼ j=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
þ k=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
;
c3 ¼ i=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
 j=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
; Iu ¼ fð1;2;1Þ; ð1;4;2Þ; ð1;5;3Þg;
T 3D2 : nu ¼ 2; c1 ¼ i=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
þ k=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
; c2 ¼ j=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
þ k=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
;
Iu ¼ fð1;2;1Þ; ð1;4;2Þg:
For both structures, it results ~‘ ¼ 2 with non-trivial modal nodal
displacements u11 ¼ i and u21 ¼ j. Thereby, the unilateral compatibil-
ity matrix G reads assional tensegrity model T 3D1 . Structure T 3D2 is equal to T 3D1 , but without cable 3
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1ﬃﬃ
2
p 0
0 1ﬃﬃ
2
p
 1ﬃﬃ
2
p  1ﬃﬃ
2
p
2
664
3
775; T 3D2 : G ¼
1ﬃﬃ
2
p 0
0 1ﬃﬃ
2
p
" #
:
For T 3D1 , it results
Ga 6 0()
a1ﬃﬃ
2
p 6 0
a2ﬃﬃ
2
p 6 0
 a1ﬃﬃ
2
p  a2ﬃﬃ
2
p 6 0
8><
>: and G
t
ku ¼ 0 ()
ku1ﬃﬃ
2
p  ku3ﬃﬃ
2
p ¼ 0;
ku2ﬃﬃ
2
p  ku3ﬃﬃ
2
p ¼ 0
8<
:
and it is immediate to verify that (as stated by Theorem 3.1)
9= a s:t: Ga 6 0 with Ga– 0; and 9 ku > 0 s:t: Gtku ¼ 0
with ku ¼ ð1;1;1Þt as a possible choice. On the other hand, for T 3D2 ,
Ga 6 0 ()
a1ﬃﬃ
2
p 6 0
a2ﬃﬃ
2
p 6 0
(
and Gtku ¼ 0 ()
ku1ﬃﬃ
2
p ¼ 0;
ku2ﬃﬃ
2
p ¼ 0
8<
:
and it is immediate to verify that (in agreement with Theorem 3.1)
9 a s:t: Ga 6 0 with Ga– 0; and 9= ku > 0 s:t: Gtku ¼ 0;
with a ¼ ð1;1Þt as a possible choice, resulting in
Ga ¼ ð1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
;1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
Þt .
Referring to the two-dimensional space (n ¼ 2), rigidity and
pre-stressability are investigated on structures T j (with
j 2 f1;2;3;4g) in Fig. 3. Addressing T 1 (that coincides with the
structure in Fig. 1) and following the computations at the end of
Section 3.1, it results
G ¼
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 1
2
6664
3
7775 ) S ¼
1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0
1 1 3 1
0 0 1 1
2
6664
3
7775
) kerðSÞ ¼ Spanfs1g; s1 ¼
1
1
1
1
0
BBB@
1
CCCA:
Furthermore, similar simple computations show that the null part
of the pre-stressability operator S for all the other structures T j is
a one-dimensional sub-space, resulting in kerðSÞ ¼ Spanfsjg whereFig. 3. Assessment of rigidity and pre-stressability. Exemplary two-dimes2 ¼
1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
1
1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
0
BB@
1
CCA; s3 ¼
1
1
1
1
1
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA; s4 ¼
1
1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
1
1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
0
BB@
1
CCA:
Accordingly, from Deﬁnition 3.2 and Criterion 1, T 1; T 3 and T 4 are
pre-stressable structures. The non-prestressability of T 2 proves that
it is not rigid. Moreover, by constructing C as in Eq. (10), linear alge-
bra shows that ‘ ¼ ‘r ¼ 0 for both T 1 and T 4, and since Criterion 1,
they are rigid. On the other hand, T 3 is non-rigid because
‘ ¼ 1 > ‘r ¼ 0.
Addressing structures in Fig. 3 that are pre-stressable, vector sj
represents a possible choice for the pre-stress state. Moreover, for
all these structures, it results ~ı ¼ 0 (and thereby B ¼£) and iu ¼ 1,
with C ¼ fð1;2;1Þg as a possible choice. Considering such a choice
for C and addressing for instance T 1, it results:
G0 ¼
1 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 1
2
4
3
5 ) S0 ¼ 1 1 01 3 1
0 1 1
2
4
3
5 ) dimðkerðS0ÞÞ ¼ 0:
Thereby, by applying Eq. (30), it is immediate to prove that the self-
equilibrated reactions in T j can be expressed as functions of the
scalar parameter x1 > 0, representing the reaction value in cable
1, and result in
T 1; T 3 : kb ¼ x1
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
pﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
 
; T 4 : kb ¼ x1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
10
p
=2
1=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
 
;
T j with j 2 f1;3;4g : ku ¼ x1sj; ke ¼ 0:
Finally, the effectiveness of dealing with the static indetermi-
nacy in tensegrity structures through the proposed approach is
highlighted referring to the two-dimensional rigid structure in
Fig. 4, where more than one static indeterminacy occurs. In this
case, the analysis of the auxiliary structure ~T and of the pre-stress-
ability operator S immediately reveal that~ı ¼ 1 and iu ¼ 2. A possi-
ble choice for eigenbars and eigencables is
B ¼ fð6;8;4Þg; C ¼ fð9;10;3Þ; ð1;2;5Þg
and the auxiliary structure T o acted upon by the corresponding
structure force vector fo (with f ¼ 0, see Eq. (27)), useful for calcu-
lating reactions in T , is also shown in Fig. 4. It is worth pointing outnsional tensegrity models. Notation rules introduced in Fig. 1 apply.
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model T , the total static indeterminacy of the tensegrity T would
be correctly calculated as equal to ı ¼ 3. Moreover, in this case,
the reaction kb11 of the 11th-bar, for instance, could be chosen as
an independent parameter. Nevertheless, it immediately appears
that for ensuring traction in cables 4–7, reaction kb11 has to be neg-
ative. Thereby, kb11 cannot be considered as a pure bilateral indepen-
dent parameter, but its value is restricted by unilateral static
prescriptions in cables. On the other hand, referring to the proposed
approach, kb11 cannot be chosen as an eigenreaction because it is not
an independent parameter in ~T . Therefore, if static indeterminacy is
faced by introducing eigenreactions in agreement with Eq. (23) and
Deﬁnitions 3.3 and 3.4, then all the cables’ unilateral restrictions are
a-priori satisﬁed, avoiding any a-posteriori veriﬁcation.4. Structural response and stability
In designing smart structures based on tensegrity rationale, sta-
bility and structural response are main features to be analyzed.
These depend on the structure tangent stiffness matrix K, that is
singular due to rigid-body motions (i.e., utKu ¼ 0 for any rigid-
body motion u). Thereby, a condensed tangent stiffness matrix
KC can be conveniently introduced by ruling-out rigid-body
motions. Nevertheless, in practical applications where high
stiffness differences in structural members occur, KC can result
ill-conditioned, and therefore not suitable for accurate analyses.
As a matter of fact, introducing condðAÞ as the 2-norm condition
number of matrix A, it results condðKCÞ  qj with qj the ratio of
the highest to the smallest member stiffness.Fig. 4. Static indeterminacy in tensegrities. Exemplary two-dimIn order to overcome this drawback when structural response
and stability assessment are addressed, in what follows it is shown
that it is convenient to model the high-stiffness members as ideal
constraints, resulting a restriction of the admissible kinematics for
the structure model T .
Let a pre-stressable tensegrity model T be considered, occupy-
ing a reference equilibrium conﬁguration with a strictly-positive
traction state in each ideal unilateral member. Accordingly, in a
neighborhood of the reference conﬁguration, ideal unilateral con-
straints behave as bilateral and the corresponding kinematic
restrictions reduce to linear equations in terms of nodal displace-
ments (see Table 1). Moreover, consider a set of ‘r ﬁctitious ideal
external constraints (collected in Iþe , with analogous notation as
in Eq. (1)) that prevent the rigid-body degrees of freedom of T ,
and deﬁne I

e ¼ I e [ Iþe .
Under these assumptions, the admissible non-rigid-body kine-
matics for T is described by inﬁnitesimal displacements u that sat-
isfy the following homogeneous linear system
C

u ¼
D

t L

e
Bt L

b
Rt L

u
2
6664
3
7775u ¼ 0; ð31Þ
where, with obvious notation, D

; L

e; L

b and L

u are deﬁned as in
Eq. (6) by considering sets I

e; I

b and I

u instead of I e; Ib and
Iu, respectively. Denoting with ‘ ¼ dim½kerðC

Þ and with
fu 1; . . . ;u ‘g an orthonormal basis for kerðC

Þ, a solution u for
Eq. (31) can be represented as:ensional model. Notation rules introduced in Fig. 1 apply.
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 ¼ u ða Þ ¼ a 1 u
 1 þ    þ a ‘ u

‘

¼ U

a

; ð32Þ
where a
 ¼ ða 1; . . . ;a

‘
Þ
t
2 R‘

is the modal-components vector for T

,
and U

¼ ½u 1 . . .u ‘

 the corresponding modal matrix.
When an admissible kinematics is considered, the equilibrium
is ensured by prescribing a suitable structure force vector f,
resulting from
f ¼ Ku ; with u 2 kerðC

Þ; ð33Þ
that is by considering the tensegrity direct tangent response. The
latter is governed by the symmetric tangent stiffness matrix K,
introduced as
K ¼
K11 . . . K1np
..
. . .
. ..
.
Knp1 . . . Knpnp
2
664
3
775; ð34Þ
where Kij 2 Rnn (with i – j) depends on the tangent stiffness matrix
of the structural member connecting i and j, and Kjj 2 Rnn on the
one of structural members concurring in j. In order to provide a con-
structive approach for determining K, tangent stiffness matrices for
single members are introduced in what follows. Addressing non-
ideal bilateral members identiﬁed by ði; j; kÞ 2 I^b, the tangent stiff-
ness matrix Kbk results in (Guest, 2006)
Kbk ¼ Kb;Mk þ Kb;Gk ; ð35Þ
where material (the ﬁrst term) and geometric (the second one) stiff-
ness contributions are distinguished, with
Kb;Mk ¼ jbkðbk 	 bkÞ; Kb;Gk ¼ kbkðIn  bk 	 bkÞ=Lbk; ð36Þ
where 	 denotes the dyadic product. Material stiffness depends on
the bar stiffness jbk along the member’s reference axis, whereas the
geometric stiffness depends on the bar reaction kbk and it accounts
for member-axis reorientation.
Analogously, as regards non-ideal unilateral constraints identi-
ﬁed by ði; j;hÞ 2 I^u, the tangent stiffness matrix Kuh is given by
Kuh ¼
0n if Luh ¼ ch and ðuj  uiÞ  ch < 0;
Ku;Mh þ Ku;Gh else
(
ð37Þ
with Ku;Mh ¼ juhðch 	 chÞ and Ku;Gh ¼ kuhðIn  ch 	 chÞ=Luh.
The tangent stiffness matrix of ideal constraints (namely, Kbk for
ði; j; kÞ 2 I

b and K
u
h for ði; j;hÞ 2 I

u) can be similarly introduced by
considering the superposition of a geometric term (corresponding
to Kb;Gk and K
u;G
h as in Eq. (36) and (37)) and a ﬁctitious material one,
deﬁned as:
Kb;k ¼
1

ðbk 	 bkÞ; Ku;h ¼
1

ðch 	 chÞ; ð38Þ
where the ﬁctitious material compliance ! 0þ allows to describe
the ideal behavior.
Thereby, the stiffness sub-matrices Kij can be constructed by
exploiting the structural incidence, and result in:
Kij
i–j
¼
Kbk if ði; j; kÞ; ðj; i; kÞ 2 Ib;
Kuh if ði; j;hÞ; ðj; i; hÞ 2 Iu;
0n else;
8><
>: ð39aÞ
Kjj ¼
X
ð
; j; kÞ 2 Ib
ðj; 
; kÞ 2 Ib
Kbk þ
X
ð
; j;hÞ 2 Iu
ðj; 
;hÞ 2 Iu
Kuh: ð39bÞ
Let the tangent stiffness matrix be decomposed as K ¼ K þ KT ,
where K collects terms Kb;k and K
u;
h as in Eq. (39), and it can be
also expressed (see Eq. (6) and Eq. (38)) asK ¼ 1

½L

t
bB L

t
uR
Bt L

b
Rt L

u
2
4
3
5: ð40Þ
Moreover, KT (not depending on ) collects the geometric terms of
all members and the material ones of non-ideal members. For
! 0þ; kKk tends to inﬁnity while kKTk is a ﬁnite number depend-
ing on the stiffnesses of non-ideal members and on internal reac-
tions. Thereby, KT will be referred to as the ﬁnite tangent stiffness
matrix for T . Incidentally, addressing an admissible non-rigid-body
kinematics, it results
Ku
 ¼ K u þKT u
 ¼ KT u

; ð41Þ
because Bt L

b u
 ¼ 0 and Rt L

u u
 ¼ 0 with u 2 kerðC

Þ. In other words,
u 2 kerðKÞ  kerðC

Þ, and the signiﬁcant part of the structure stiff-
ness reduces to KT .
Since rigid-body motions have been ruled-out from kerðC

Þ, sta-
bility notion in the sense discussed in Section 2 can be equivalently
formulated as
u
 tKu
 ¼ u tKT u

> 0 8 u 2 ker ðC

Þ: ð42Þ
It is worth observing that if all members are modeled as deformable
(i.e., I

b ¼ I

u ¼£) then K ¼ KT , and a stable structure is character-
ized by utKTu ¼ 0 for rigid-body motions only (Guest, 2006; Zhang
and Ohsaki, 2007). For a mixed-type tensegrity, T is still stable even
if utKTu 6 0 only for displacements u that are either rigid-body
motions or not admissible for T (see examples in Section 4.1). As
a consequence, KT may have non-positive eigenvalues, non-signiﬁ-
cant for the analysis of stability properties and for computing the
inverse tangent response, that cannot be easily ruled out.
In order to overcome such a drawback, let the augmented stiff-
ness K

be deﬁned as the following symmetric matrix
K

¼ jJJþ PKP; ð43Þ
where jJ is a stiffness measure of non-ideal structural members,
and let
P ¼ U

U

t ; J ¼ Innp  P; ð44Þ
be symmetric projector operators respectively on kerðC

Þ (that is, on
the space of admissible non-rigid-body kinematics for T ) and on the
orthogonal complement to kerðC

Þ, such that PP ¼ P; JJ ¼ J, and
Pu ¼ u 2 kerðC

Þ for any u 2 Rnnp . It is immediate to verify that
KP ¼ KTP and therebyK

¼ jJJþ PKTP.Moreover, addressinganadmis-
sible non-rigid-body kinematics, it results K

u
 ¼ KT u

proving that the
value of parameter jJ does not affect the direct tangent response.
The form of K

, given in Eq. (43), generalizes the one ﬁrstly intro-
duced by the authors (Maceri et al., 2013) accounting also for geo-
metric stiffness of ideal members.
By using the augmented stiffness matrix, stability property can
be faced by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let a pre-stressable tensegrity model T be considered,
characterized by an equilibrium conﬁguration with a strictly-positive
tractionstate ineach idealunilateralmember. TensegritymodelT is stable if
and only if the augmented stiffness K

(see Eq. (43)) is positive-deﬁnite.
Proof. If T is stable then, for any u– 0, two cases may occur:
1. Pu– 0 ) utPKPu > 0 and jJutJu ¼ jJutJJuP 0;
2. Pu ¼ 0 ) utPKPu ¼ 0; Ju – 0, and jJuJu ¼ jJutJJu > 0.
Therefore, ut ½jJJþ PKPu > 0, for any non-trivial u, that is K

is
positive deﬁnite. Conversely, since Ju

¼ 0 and Pu

¼ u , if K

is
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 tK

u
 ¼ u t ½jJJþPKPu
 ¼ u tKu
for any non-rigid-body admissible u

, that is T is stable. h
Thereby, the positiveness of eigenvalues of K

is a necessary and
sufﬁcient condition for stability.
It is worth remarking that the positive-deﬁniteness assessment
of K

is affected only by eigenvalues of K

associated to eigenvectors
belonging to kerðC

Þ. In fact, since Eqs. (43) and (44), eigenvectorsw
of K that do not belong to kerðC

Þ (that is, such that Pw ¼ 0 and
Jw ¼ w) are associated to eigenvalues equal to jJ , then always
positive. On the contrary, the sign of real eigenvalues l of K

associated to eigenvectors v 2 kerðC

Þ, with kvk ¼ 1, is not a-priori
determined. As a matter of fact, an eigenvalue l has a clear phys-
ical meaning: it is proportional to the energy stored in T when
structure displacement vector is the corresponding eigenvector v.
In fact,
v  Kv ¼ Pv  PKv ¼ v  ðjJJþ PKPÞv ¼ v  K

v ¼ l; ð45Þ
since Jv ¼ 0 for v 2 kerðC

Þ.
As a result, if there exists l < 0 (resp., l ¼ 0), then T is
endowed with an unstable (resp., neutral or zero-stiffness
(Schenk et al., 2007)) structure mode described by the correspond-
ing eigenvector v 2 kerðC

Þ. Therefore, for a stable structure T the
eigenvalue l

l
 ¼min l s:t: K

v ¼ lv with v 2 ker ðC

Þ
 
ð46Þ
represents a stability measure, in the sense that the tensegrity is
closer to an unstable state smaller is l
.
If the tensegrity structure is stable, then K

is invertible and the
inverse response results from
u
 ¼ Pu ¼ PK
 1Pf: ð47Þ
because, from Eq. (33) and since PJ ¼ 0, it results
0 ¼ Pf  PKPu ¼ PPf  P½PKPuþ jJJu ¼ P½ftP ut K


¼ P½ftPK
 1  ut  ¼ P½K
 1Pf  u:
It is worth remarking that the value of parameter jJ does not affect
the inverse response.
Accordingly, the augmented stiffness K

allows to assess stability
and to determine the inverse structure response via operative pro-
cedures, simple to be implemented and that do not require case-
by-case pre-processing veriﬁcation. Moreover, modeling high-stiff-
ness structural members as ideal constraints and introducing the
notion of augmented stiffness, then condðK

Þ  1 (see examples in
Section 4.1).Fig. 5. Assessment of stability properties. Exemplary two-dimensional tenSmart applications based on tensegrity structures may involve
control and tuning of structural stiffness in agreement with pre-
scribed optimality laws. In these cases, previous arguments imme-
diately reveal that stiffness can be easily controlled by varying
suitably values of eigenreactions with respect to an assigned set
R. This can be technologically realized, for instance, by means of
piezoelectric or shape-memory-alloys-based actuators. Referring
to the case of an uniform eigenreactions scaling, the controlled
eigenreactions set R can be expressed in terms of a pre-stress mul-
tiplier s > 0, such that xh ¼ sxh; yk ¼ syk.
In this view, since kuh ¼ skuh and kbk ¼ skbk , an upper bound scr for s
can be identiﬁed as
scr ¼min
s>0
ss:t: 9ð
; 
;hÞ 2 I^u with ch ¼ Luh  s
kuh
juh
¼ 0;

or 9ð
; 
; kÞ 2 I^b with bk ¼ Lbk  s
kbk
jbk
¼ 0
)
; ð48Þ
that is, as corresponding to a zero-rest length for at least one non-
ideal tensioned structural member. In fact, although some authors
(Guest, 2011; Schenk et al., 2007) have recently considered the case
of non-positive rest-lengths for structural members in special appli-
cations, values sP scr can be generally considered as meaningless.
4.1. Examples
Stability properties and structural response of pre-stressable
exemplary tensegrity structures in Fig. 3 (namely, T 1; T 3, and
T 4) and in Fig. 5 (namely, T 5 and T 6) are herein analyzed. If not
differently speciﬁed, all non-ideal structural members are assumed
to be characterized by the same stiffness value j, and it is chosen
jJ ¼ j.
For all the considered models~ı ¼ 0 and iu ¼ 1, and C ¼ fð1;2;1Þg
can be chosen as an eigencables set. Moreover, x1=ðjHÞ ¼ 1 is
assigned as reference eigenreaction (see Section 3.5), possibly
scaled via the pre-stress multiplier s. It is worth pointing out that
rigidity and pre-stressibility assessment of both T 5 and T 6 coin-
cide with the ones of T 1 reported in Section 3.5.
Firstly, the advantage of introducing amixed-typemodel is shown.
In particular, address a real tensegrity structure T r with the geometry
andtheconnectivityofT 5, andwherebar1andcables3and4arechar-
acterized by a stiffness equal to 103j (where j is the stiffness of bar 2
and cables 1 and 2). Accordingly, considering all members as deform-
able (with KC as the condensed stiffness matrix) and the mixed-type
model with I

b ¼ fð1;3;1Þg and I

u ¼ fð3;4;3Þ; ð2;3;4Þg (with K

as the augmented stiffness), it results
condðKCÞ ¼ 2:45  103; condðK

Þ ¼ 2:5;
assuming for instance s ¼ 0:5.segrity models T 5 and T 6. Notations rules introduced in Fig. 1 apply.
Fig. 6. Stability response for T 1; T 3 and T 4 (from top to bottom, see Fig. 3). Left: the two smallest eigenvalues l
 and l

 (with l
 < l

) of K

and associated to eigenvectors
v
 and v

 in kerðC

Þ vs. pre-stress multiplier s, for T j (with j 2 f1;3;4g); the upper bound sjcr associated to the tensegrity model T j is also indicated. Right: structure mode
associated to v
 for s ¼ 0:1sjcr (gray arrows), s ¼ 0:5sjcr (thick black arrows), and s ¼ sjcr (thin black arrows).
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that stable mixed-type tensegrities may imply that utKTu 6 0 for
some non-rigid-body motions u. Addressing s 2 Rþ and consider-
ing uð5Þ as a structure displacement vector for T 5 (resp., uð6Þ for
T 6) such that the non-null nodal displacement is uð5Þ3 only, orthog-
onal to b1 (resp., u
ð6Þ
3 and u
ð6Þ
4 , parallel to j), it results:
T 5 : ðuð5ÞÞtKTðuð5ÞÞ ¼ 0; T 6 : ðuð6ÞÞtKTðuð6ÞÞ ¼ 0:5sjkuð6Þk2 < 0:
It is worth pointing out that both uð5Þ and uð6Þ represent non-rigid-
body motions for T 5 and T 6, respectively. Nevertheless, it cannot be
concluded from previous relationships that the structures are not
stable because the applied displacements violate ideal constraints,
thereby resulting non-admissible. Indeed, following Theorem 4.1,
both structures are stable because their augmented stiffness matri-
ces are positive-deﬁnite with eigenvalues (assuming for instances ¼ 0:1) equal to j (with multiplicity equal to 7) and to 2:5j (for
T 5) and to 1:5j (for T 6).
Accordingly, the importance of introducing the augmented stiff-
ness in the analysis of stability properties is clearly highlighted. In
fact, when both ideal and non-ideal structural members are
addressed, not only rigid-body motions must be excluded in the
stability analysis in terms of the positive-deﬁniteness of the qua-
dratic form utKTu but also non-admissible displacements. This is
unfeasible operating directly on the tangent stiffness KT , but it is
automatically prescribed by referring to K

.
The variability of stability properties with the pre-stress multi-
plier s is analyzed addressing T 1; T 3, and T 4. As highlighted in
Fig. 6, there exists a range of positive values of s ensuring that
the quantity l
, deﬁned in Eq. (46), is strictly positive for these
structure. This entails that the augmented stiffness K

is positive-
deﬁnite, and thereby T 1; T 3 and T 4 are stable. In particular,
Fig. 6 shows that all the addressed structures are super-stable
Fig. 7. Nodal displacement vectors associated to the eigenvector v
 of K

corresponding to l
 for T 1; T 3 and T 4 (from top to bottom, see Fig. 3) vs. pre-stress multiplier s; the
upper bound sjcr associated to the tensegrity model T j is also indicated. Left: modulus q. Right: slope h with respect to the horizontal direction i.
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critical one sjcr, in the sense of Eq. (48), that is for any feasible
pre-stress state.
Moreover, Fig. 6 sketches also, for different values of the pre-
stress multiplier s, the structure mode associated to l
, that is
the mode closest to a structural critical state. It can be observed
that in the case of T 1 and T 4 the variation of s induces smooth vari-
ations in modal shape, whereas for T 3 a sharp modal transition
occurs. A transition from the modal shape activating mainly the
vertical displacement of node 4, to a shear-like modal shape is
experienced. This is also highlighted by analyzing Fig. 7, wherein
the nodal displacement vectors (in terms of modulus q and slope
h with respect to the horizontal direction i) are plotted versus
the pre-stress multiplier. Such a transition is straight related to
the different increasing rate of the two smallest eigenvalues of K

,
both monotonically increasing with s. As a results, when s  0:06
these two eigenvalues change their role with respect to the deﬁni-
tion of l
, and the structure mode more prone to instabilitychanges. It can be also observed that for T 1 and for T 4 when s is
equal to the critical value in the sense of Eq. (48), zero-stiffness
mode is predicted in agreement with (Schenk et al., 2007).
5. Large-displacement response of pre-stressable tensegrities
Following previous results, the non-linear large-displacement
response of pre-stressable tensegrities is addressed by means of
an incremental approach controlled by a force-based updating of
the structure conﬁguration.
Let a time-like variable s be introduced, such that s 2 ½0; tf , and
let the time-like interval be discretized in v computational steps,
so that sp (with p 2 f1; . . . ;vþ 1g; s1 ¼ 0 and svþ1 ¼ tf ) is the
value of s at the beginning of the pth step. As a general notation
rule, superscript p denote values of quantities at sp. Let
T p ¼ T ðspÞ be the reference tensegrity conﬁguration at the pth
step, and consider a quasi-static structure loading history fðsÞ,
with f1 ¼ fð0Þ ¼ 0. Moreover, let up be the displacement vector
3346 F. Maceri et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 3333–3349associated to the incremental problem solved at sp, that is corre-
sponding to the force increment ðfpþ1  fpÞ, and let the time-like
discretization be deﬁned such that up can be considered as inﬁni-
tesimal for any incremental step.
It is worth pointing out that tensegrity model is assumed to be
itself a function of s, because structural features (static and kine-
matic characterization, stability, network connectivity) can change
during the loading history, due to the variation of members’ orien-
tation and lengths, as well as due to the possible activation
(respectively, deactivation) of initially-slack (resp., initially-non-
slack) cables. As a consequence, eigencables and eigenbars sets
have to be intended themselves as functions of s.
In order to account for possible slack cables, let the set ISðsÞ be
introduced as
ISðsÞ ¼ ði; j;dÞ s:t: 9 slack cable d between nodes i and j;f
with i < j and with LsdðsÞ < cd
	 ð49Þ
where LsdðsÞ is the distance between nodes i and j, and cd is the
assigned rest-length of the slack cable d.
Assume that the structure model at s ¼ 0 (that is, T 1) is pre-
stressable, and let a pre-stress state be possibly assigned on T 1.
Due to the considerations in Section 3.4, prescribing a pre-stress
state for the structure is equivalent to assign at s ¼ 0 an eigenreac-
tions set R1 ¼ Rð0Þ with eigencables in C1 all tensioned. The
assigned eigenreactions values are achieved by designing the
rest-length values of eigenmembers in T 1 (i.e., cables in C1 and bars
in B1) in order to fulﬁll the unique matching between equilibrium
and compatibility requirements. To this aim, eigencables and
eigenbars at s ¼ 0 have to be modeled as non-ideal structural
members. Analogously, if at sp the structure model T p is pre-stres-
sable and there exists solution for the equilibrium problem (see
Remark 1), solution uniqueness is ensured only if members in Cp
and Bp are assumed to be non-ideal.
The following operative incremental algorithm is here proposed
to face the non-linear large-displacement response of pre-stressa-
ble tensegrities in a computational framework.
5.1. Preliminary settings at s ¼ 0
 Compute compatibility matrices ~C1 ¼ ð~E1Þt and C1u as in Eq. (5a),
and thereby C1 ¼ ðE1Þt deﬁned in Eq. (10).
 Determine the unilateral compatibility matrix G1 from Eq. (9).
 Compute the pre-stressability operator S1 and verify that the
assigned structure model T 1 is pre-stressable (via Criterion 1).
 Compute the static indeterminacy of T 1 [see Eqs. (23)].
 Choose sets C1 and B1, assign eigenreactions values deﬁning R1
(see Eq. (26)), and determine the rest-lengths ch and bk neces-
sary to achieve R1.
 Compute dependent reactions on T 1 as in Eq. (30) by employing
E1 and f1o ¼ E1k1R.
5.2. The pth incremental step
 Compute projector operators Pp and Jp from kerðCpÞ (see
Eq. (44)), and the augmented stiffness matrix Kp (see Eq. (43)).
 Verify that the structure is stable in its actual conﬁguration
exploiting Theorem 4.1; if not a critical condition is identiﬁed
and the computation is stopped.
 Compute incremental displacement (admissible with ideal con-
straints) up ¼ up through Eq. (47), as induced by the incremen-
tal force vector ðfpþ1  fpÞ.
 Determine the new conﬁguration T pþ1 by updating T p via up. In
this phase, updated unit vectors bpþ1k and c
pþ1
h , and updated ref-
erence lengths ðLuhÞpþ1 and ðLbkÞ
pþ1
are determined for cables and
bars. Check possible slackening of previously-tensioned cables and/
or possible tensioning of previously non-slack cables. If for a
certain cable h, tensioned at the pth step, it results
ðLuhÞpþ1 < ch, then the cable h is treated as slack during the
ðpþ 1Þth step (namely, it is turned off from the connectivity
sets for T pþ1). If for a certain slack cable d in IpS it results
ðLsdÞpþ1 P csd then it is turned on within the connectivity sets
for T pþ1 and it is treated as an active tensioned structural mem-
ber within the next incremental step. As a result, updated slack-
cable set Ipþ1S , updated unilateral connectivity sets Ipþ1u (and
I^pþ1u or Ipþ1u ), as well updated auxiliary descriptions introduced
in Section 2, are determined.
 Compute the updated algebraic operators (namely, ~Cpþ1 ¼
ð~Epþ1Þt ; Cpþ1u ; Cpþ1 ¼ ðEpþ1Þ
t
; Gpþ1; Spþ1), and verify that the
structure model T pþ1 is pre-stressable (via Criterion 1). If not
the computation is stopped.
 Compute the static indeterminacy of T pþ1 (see Eqs. (23)).
 Choose sets Cpþ1 and Bpþ1 (including non-ideal members only).
Compute Rpþ1 (thereby, kpþ1R ) by updating reactions values at
sp via compatibility conditions, that is by considering the elastic
incremental response induced by differences ½ðLbkÞ
pþ1  ðLbkÞ
p
and ½ðLuhÞpþ1  ðLuhÞp for bars and cables belonging respectively
to Bpþ1 and Cpþ1.
 Verify that external structure forces fpþ1 satisfy the existence
requirement (see Remark 1) for the equilibrium problem at
spþ1. If not the computation is stopped.
 Compute dependent reactions at spþ1, that is reactions kpþ1o of
structural members in Ipþ1u n Cpþ1 and Ipþ1b n Bpþ1, by employing
Epþ1 and fpþ1o ¼ Epþ1kpþ1R þ fpþ1 (see Eqs. (27) and (30)).
It is worth observing that, in order to enhance computational
accuracy with respect to the explicit Euler-type method previously
introduced, the control of cables’ slackening/tensioning process
could be performed by considering an adaptive time-like step-siz-
ing approach. The computation of the pth incremental step should
be repeated until convergence by considering a smaller time-step
than the previous iteration if there exists at least one cable h
(respectively, d), tensioned (resp., slack) at the pth step, that satis-
ﬁes ðLuhÞpþ1 < ch and ch  ðLuhÞpþ1 > þ (resp., ðLsdÞpþ1 P csd and
ðLsdÞpþ1  csd > ), where þ and  are user-assigned tolerance
parameters.6. A perspective application: a displacement-controlled smart
example
As a perspective application, consider a smart device based on
the tensegrity concept and whose maximum displacements have
to be either limited or controlled under an assigned loading
process.
The non-linear large-displacement response of a tensegrity
structure, deﬁned on the basis of the exemplary model T 4 (see
Fig. 3) with H ¼ 1 m, is investigated by means of the incremental
approach previously introduced. Referring to Fig. 8, the displace-
ment control of the structure is realized by adding the cable ele-
ment 5, connecting node 3 in T 4 to the new node 5. The cable 5
is assumed to be slack at s ¼ 0 and characterized by the unstressed
length c5 ¼ 6H=5. Accordingly, I1S ¼ ISð0Þ ¼ fð3;5;5Þg (see Eq.
(49)). Referring to the set of non-slack cables Iu, it has been previ-
ously shown that the structure at s ¼ 0 is pre-stressable with
ku ¼ x1s4 (see Section 3.5) and x1 ¼ 1 kN. The structure is assumed
to be loaded by a nodal force vector f3ðsÞ acting upon node 3, with
f3 characterized by the constant direction f3=kf3k ¼ tan1ð0:5Þ, and
by a monotonically-increasing modulus from zero at s ¼ 0 up to
kf3k ¼ 103x1 at s ¼ tf . The time-like discretization consists in
v ¼ 5  103 computational steps, with a constant force increment
Fig. 8. Exemplary two-dimensional tensegrity model including a slack cable in the reference conﬁguration at s ¼ 0. Notation rules introduced in Fig. 1 apply.
Fig. 9. Left: initial (dotted lines, kf3ð0Þk ¼ 0) and ﬁnal (continuous lines, kf3ðtf Þk ¼ 103x1) conﬁgurations of the tensegrity structure introduced in Fig. 8 without the additional
cable 5. Right: dimensionless nodal force modulus kf3k=x1 vs. dimensionless vertical displacement of node 3, v3=H (with v3 ¼ u3  j), for different stiffness values of cable 5.
Fig. 10. Dimensionless member forces k=x1 vs. dimensionless nodal force modulus kf3k=x1, with ju5 ¼ j. Left: bars. Right: cables.
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considering the stiffness value jb1 ¼ 2juh ¼ 2j ¼ 103x1=H (with
h 2 f1; . . . ;4g).
Fig. 9 shows the conﬁgurations of the tensegrity structure with-
out the additional cable 5 at s ¼ 0 (dotted lines) and at s ¼ tf (con-
tinuous lines), as well as the inﬂuence of cable 5 for different
values of the stiffness parameter ju5. The force–displacement
response, highly non-linear and referred to the vertical displace-
ment component v3 of node 3, clearly reveals that the activation
of the additional cable (occurring when Ls5ðsÞP c5, with Ls5ðsÞ
being the distance between nodes 3 and 5) determines the increase
of the overall tensegrity stiffness, allowing to control structural
displacements. Such a structure stiffening is greater the value ofju5 is higher. Finally, Fig. 10 depicts the values of forces in bars
and cables during the loading process, in the case ju5 ¼ j. The
non-linear relationship between member reactions and external
force is highlighted, showing also that the activation of cable 5
leads to a redistribution mechanism resulting in the limitation of
stress values in cable 4.7. Conclusions
In the middle of the past century, tensegrity structures have
attracted artists, architects, mathematicians and engineers. These
structures share peculiar characteristics in terms of beauty, light-
3348 F. Maceri et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 3333–3349ness and stiffness. Moreover, tensegrities reveal fascinating
mechanical properties that were recently exploited for a number
of smart applications in many engineering ﬁelds ranging from
aerospace to biomechanical contexts.
A novel algebraic formulation for the analysis of kinematic and
static properties of mixed-type tensegrities (namely, involving
both deformable and non-deformable structural members) has
been presented. Equilibrium and compatibility problems have
been explicitly formulated accounting for cable-related unilateral
constraints. Rigidity and pre-stressability concepts have been
examined in a structural engineering context.
As a result, a novel proof of kinematic-static duality in tenseg-
rities has been proposed by involving the equilibrium and compat-
ibility algebraic restrictions enforced by unilateral structural
members. Moreover, operative criteria have been traced for the
veriﬁcation of tensegrity kinematic and static properties and for
the assessment of stability features without any special require-
ments in terms of structural symmetries or member connectivity.
The proposed approach a-priori respects unilateral constraints
and thereby can be easily applied as a design tool because it does
not require any a-posteriori veriﬁcation of results admissibility.
Moreover, thanks to the introduction of the augmented stiffness
matrix for mixed-type tensegrities, the proposed methods for the
stability assessment and the determination of the tangent-inverse
response do not require case-by-case pre-processing veriﬁcation,
resulting in operative algebraic procedures simple to be imple-
mented. Accordingly, tensegrity structures with high differences
in the stiffness of structural members can be dealt with, overcom-
ing possible drawbacks related to the ill-conditioning of the stiff-
ness matrix.
Large-displacement response of tensegrity systems has been
also addressed by formulating an incremental computational algo-
rithm accounting for geometric non-linearities induced by mem-
bers reorientation, and for possible activation of slack cables and/
or for possible deactivation of tensioned cables during the loading
process. Numerical applications have been discussed highlighting
that proposed algebraic approach helps to effectively analyze
tensegrity mechanics and to develop innovative design schemes
of smart structures devoted to sensing, actuating and control
applications.
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Appendix A. Some properties of linear matrix inequalities
Let a 2 RM and deﬁne F ¼ FðaÞ 2 RNN as:
FðaÞ ¼ diagðf1ðaÞ; . . . ; fNðaÞÞ ¼
XM
m¼1
amFm; ðA:1Þ
where am is the mth component of a and fkðaÞ 2 R, with
k 2 f1; . . . ;Ng, are linear homogenous forms of a.
Remark 2. If there does not exist a such that FðaÞ 6 0 then, for any
a^ 2 RM , there exist K 2 f1; . . . ;N  1g and a row permutation such
that:f1ða^Þ > 0
..
.
fKða^Þ > 0
fKþ1ða^Þ 6 0
..
.
fNða^Þ 6 0:
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
ðA:2ÞDeﬁnition A.1. For a system in the form (A.2) and for a given
a 2 RM , matrix M ¼ diagðm1; . . . ;mNÞ 2 RNN , where
mk > 0 for k 2 fK þ 1; . . . ;Ng
0 < mj < 
XN
k¼jþ1
mkfk=fj for j 2 f2; . . . ;Kg
m1 ¼ 
XN
k¼2
mkfk=f1
8>>>><
>>>>:
; ðA:3Þ
is said to be an associated matrix to system (A.2).Lemma A.1. For the linear form (A.1), assume that there does not
exist a 2 RM such that FðaÞ 6 0. Then, for any a 2 RM, there exists
J 2 fK þ 1; . . .Ng such that fJðaÞ – 0.Proof. From the hypothesis, it follows that 9K 2 f1; . . . ;N  1g
such that FðaÞ 6 0 can be written in the form (A.2). If the thesis
is violated, then there exists a^ 2 RM such that it results Fða^ÞP 0
with fJða^Þ ¼ 0 for any J 2 fK þ 1; . . .Ng (see Remark 2). Neverthe-
less, the homogenous linearity of F implies Fða^Þ 6 0, which is
absurd. hLemma A.2. For the linear form (A.1), if there does not exist a 2 RM
such that FðaÞ 6 0, then there exists a positive-deﬁnite associated
matrix M.Proof. The proof is done by construction. From the hypothesis, it
follows that 9K 2 f1; . . . ;N  1g such that the condition FðaÞ 6 0
can be written in the form (A.2). Since M is a diagonal matrix,
lemma is proved if it is possible to build a set of strictly positive
diagonal entries mk (with k 2 f1; . . . ;Ng) for M. Choose positive
entries mk for k 2 fK þ 1; . . . ;Ng. Moreover, resulting fj 6 0 for
any j 2 fK þ 1; . . . ;Ng and due to Lemma A.1, we get

XN
k¼Kþ1
mkfk > 0:
Since fK > 0, the diagonal entry mK as given in (A.3), that is
0 < fKmK < 
XN
k¼Kþ1
mkfk ¼ m2;
implies mK > 0. Analogously, strictly positive diagonal entries mk
with k 2 f1; . . . ;K  1g can be similarly obtained and, therefore, a
positive-deﬁned associated matrix M can be built. hTheorem A.1. Let a 2 RM and let FðaÞ 2 RNN deﬁned by Eq. (A.1).
Thereby, only one of the following statements is true:
1. there exists a 2 RM such that FðaÞ 6 0 and FðaÞ – 0N;
2. there exists Z 2 RNN, with Z 2 Symþ, such that TrðFmZÞ ¼ 0 for
any m 2 f1; . . . ;Mg.
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1and 2 are veriﬁed. Accordingly, from statement 2, it results
TrðFðaÞZÞ ¼
XM
m¼1
amTrðFmZÞ ¼ 0; 8a 2 RM: ðA:4Þ
From statement 1, there exists a^ 2 RM such that fkða^Þ 6 0 for any
k 2 f1; . . . ;Ng and Fða^Þ – 0. Since the diagonal entries zk of Z are
strictly positive (due to the positive deﬁniteness of Z), it results
TrðFða^ÞZÞ ¼ f1ða^Þz1 þ    þ fNða^ÞzN < 0 ðA:5Þ
contradicting relationship (A.4) and leading to an absurd.
On the other hand, assume now that both statements 1 and 2
are not veriﬁed. Accordingly, contradicting statement 2, it results
8Z 2 Symþ; 9 m^ 2 f1; . . . ;Mg s:t: TrðFm^ZÞ – 0:
Thereby, in this case it is always possible to choice
a^ ¼ ða^1; . . . ; a^MÞt 2 RM such that
XM
i¼1
a^iTrðFiZÞ < 0; 8Z 2 Symþ: ðA:6Þ
Violating also statement 1, the system described by FðaÞ reads in
the form (A.2) for any a 2 RM . For a^ in (A.6), let Z ¼M; M being
an associated matrix for system described by Fða^Þ, with a^ satisfying
relationship (A.6). This choice for Z is admissible because of Lemma
A.2. In this case, it is immediate to verify that:
TrðFða^ÞMÞ ¼ 0 ðA:7Þ
contradicting condition (A.6) and thereby leading to an absurd. hReferences
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